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attitude, in which no experience shall be made from the
occurrence lest laws might transpire which would hamper
the future, is equally human.
It is altogether in keeping with this attitude that
Schiller cannot think of God as becoming^ but only as
eternally being (p. 54); hence with unerring intuition he
also recognizes the "God-likeness" of the introverted
attitude towards the idea; " Man, presented in his perfec-
tion would be the constant unit, remaining eternally the
same amid the floods of change." " Man carries the divine
disposition incontestably within his personality "(p. 54).
This viev of the nature of God agrees ill with His
Christian incarnation and with those similar neo-Platonic
views of the mother of the Gods and of her son, who
descends into creation as Demiurgos.1 But it is clear
from this view to which function Schiller attributes the
highest value, the divinity, viz. the constancy of the idea
of the self. The self that is abstracted from affectedness
is for him the most important thing, and hence, as is the
case with every introvert, this is the idea which he has
chiefly developed. His God, his highest value, is the
abstraction and conservation of the self. To the extra-
vert, on the contrary, God is the experience of the object,
the fullest expansion into reality: hence a God who
became human is to him more sympathetic than an
eternal, immutable law-giver. Here I must observe in
anticipation that these points-of-view should be regarded
only as valid for the conscious psychology of the types.
In the unconscious the relations are reversed. Schiller
seems to have had an inkling of this: although indeed his
consciousness believes in an unchangingly existing God,
yet the way to God-hood is revealed to him by the senses,
hence in affectedriess, in the changing and living process.
But this is for him the function of secondary importance,
* Of. the discourse ol Julian upon the mother of the Gods.

